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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Arguments

1 . Applicant's arguments filed 05/01/2009 have been fully considered but they are not

persuasive.

2. Applicant argues in summary that the combination of Logston and Windows NT Server

does not disclose periodically notifying a master monitoring processor of context delivery related

information. The Examiner respectfully disagrees. Windows NT Server periodically provides

detailed reporting information. This is disclosed in at least pg. 410 ofWindows NT Server,

specifically fig. 9.73, which shows a system log which is periodically updated with system

related events.

3. Applicant argues that the combination of Logston, Windows NT Server, and AAPA does

not teach the features recited in claim 54, namely:

"a sei-ver references cache memory to create a profile ofat least one client device using

a profile-difftransmitted to the server by the client device and the reference profile

retrievedfrom cache memory"

However, the Examiner respectfiilly disagrees. Please refer to the claim mappings below

(emphasis added).

a server references cache memory (AAPA [0014], "Servers are known to cache

reference profiles in a local memory to reduce the time, and/or bandwidth, needed for profile

resolution. Retrieving a reference profile from a local cache is more efficient than retrieving

it repeatedly from a remote profile repository over the Internet.")
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to create a profile of at least one client device using a protile-difftransmitted to the server

by the client device (AAPA, [0013], when a server receives a request from a client device which

has conveyed with it delivery context information the server "currently retrieves the reference

profile and merges it with the profile-diff in a profile resolution operation to establish the

profile of the target client device ") and

the reference profile retrieved from cache memory (AAPA, [0013], the server "retrieves

the reference profile". [0014], "Servers are known to cache reference profiles in a local

memory. . .", "Retrieving a reference profile from a local cache is more efficient than

retrieving it repeatedly from a remote profile repository over the Internet.".).

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

4. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.

5. Claims 1-5, 57-58 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over US

2002/0032754 to Logston et al (hereinafter Logston) in view ofWindows NT Server.
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Regarding claim 1,5, Logston teaches a networkable resource server adapted in use to

serve out resources to client devices of a network (Logston, abstract, transfer of device resource

and configuration information, distribution of entity components, also, paragraph [0037],

paragraph [0042-0043], server serves resources to client, also, paragraph [0055], client query to

server. Fig. 1, client server relationship.), the server having delivery context aware activity

software which when run on a processor ofthe server causes a report to be produced containing

data related to delivery context aware requests, received by the server for resources (Logston,

paragraph [0046], server contains database of configuration information relating to client

devices, See at least paragraphs [0048-0049], [0052], [0059], [0061], [0082].),

Logston does not expressly disclose wherein the report includes information concerning

characteristics ofthe server, network characteristics linking the server and the client devices,

characteristics ofthe chent devices, and characteristics of any intermediary devices in a network

path between the client devices and the server, however, Windows NT Server discloses wherein

the report includes information concerning characteristics of the server, network characteristics

linking the server and the client devices, characteristics of the client devices, and characteristics

of any intermediary devices in a network path between the client devices and the server

(Windows NT Server, pg. 404-41 1, Enhancing File System Securing through Auditing, auditing

is enabled which provides a detailed report on network activity. See also pg. 980-985 which

disclose the monitoring and logging of disk performance.).

wherein the report is sent out periodically to a master monitoring processor (Windows

NT Server, see at least pg. 409-41 1, auditing reports are sent to the event viewer.), to thereby

notify the master monitoring processor of context delivery related information that has changed
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since the master monitoring processor was last updated (Windows NT Server, see at least pg.

410-411, updated reports are generated and viewed, updated reports are distinguished by time,

date, and category.).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

invention to combine wherein the report includes information concerning characteristics of the

server, network characteristics linking the server and the client devices, characteristics of the

client devices, and characteristics of any intermediary devices in a network path between the

client devices and the server as taught by Windows NT Server with the networkable resource

server of Logston in order to maintain a log of audited events relating to server access (Windows

NT Server, pg. 404). It would have been further obvious to combine wherein the report is sent

out periodically to a master monitoring processor to thereby notify the master monitoring

processor of context delivery related information that has changed since the master monitoring

processor was last updated in order to audit and monitor system events (Windows NT Server, see

at least 404-411.).

Regarding claim 2, the combination ofLogston and Windows NT Server teaches a server

and computer readable medium according to claim 1 and 19 adapted to transmit the report

externally of the server to another processor (Logston, paragraph [0048], [0062]. information

sent to external and remote computers. See also paragraph [0082]).

Regarding claim 3, The combination ofLogston and Windows NT Server teaches a

server and computer readable medium according to claim 1 and 19 in which there is provided a
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data log held in a data log memory, the data log being adapted to store data on activity of the

server, including information on delivery context aware activity (Logston, paragraph [0046],

server contains database of configuration information relating to client devices, See at least

paragraphs [0048-0049], [0052], [0059], [0061], [0082].), and wherein the delivery context

aware activity software is adapted to interrogate the data log to obtain the data related to delivery

context aware requests for resources received by the server (Logston, paragraph [0082], statistics

calculated and stored in database.), which is adapted to cause acquired data to be sent out ofthe

server proactively, without an input trigger signal from outside of the server (Logston, [0059-

0062], data is sent proactively out ofthe server to a plurality ofremote databases. See also, fig.

4-4a.).

Regarding claim 4, The combination ofLogston and Windows NT Server teaches a

server and computer readable medium according to claim 1 adapted proactively to send out said

report onto the network to which the server is connected (Logston, paragraphs [0048-0049],

[0062].).

Regarding claim 57, The combination of Logston and Windows NT Server teaches a

server according to claim 1. The combination of Logston and Windows NT Server teaches a does

not expressly disclose wherein the report is sent out periodically to the master monitoring

processor at a fixed update frequency. However, the combination ofLogston and Windows NT

Server teaches wherein the report is sent out periodically to the master monitoring processor and

it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time ofthe invention to report
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at fixed update frequencies since this amounts to applying a known technique to a known device

to yield predictable results. MPEP § 2141.

Regarding claim 58, The combination ofLogston and Windows NT Server teaches a

server according to claim 1. The combination of Logston and Windows NT Server does not

expressly disclose wherein the report includes information as to a fraction of client devices that

are currently seeking resources from the server that use profile differences.

However, these differences are only found in the nonfunctional descriptive material and

are not functionally involved in the steps recited. Thus, this descriptive material will not

distinguish the claimed invention from the prior art in terms of patentability. See In re Gulack,

703 F.2d 1381, 1385, 217 USPQ 401, 404 (Fed. Cir. 1983); In re Lowry, 32 F.3d 1579, 32

USPQ2d 1031 (Fed. Cir. 1994).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time

the invention was made to include the nonfunctional descriptive material with the claimed

invention because such data does not functionally relate to the steps in the method claimed and

because the subjective interpretation ofthe descriptive material does not patentably distinguish

the claimed invention.

6. Claim 54 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Logston in view

ofWindows NT Server and further in view ofApplicant's Admitted Prior Art (hereinafter

AAPA).
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Regarding claim 54, The combination ofLogston and Windows NT Server teaches a

server according to claim 1,

wherein the server further comprises a profile resolver which receives from at least one of

the clients details of a profile difference, and details of a reference profile related to the at least

one of the clients (AAPA, [0012], "CC/PP and UAProf break up the profile into two sections: the

reference profile, representing a standard profile for that kind of client device, and a list of

perturbations, or overrides, specific to the specific instances ofthe kind of device, specific to the

actual client device making the request. These are known as the "profile-difference" (or profile-

diff). See AAPA, [001 1], "There are currently at least two standards used by client devices to

describe their capabilities to data work supply devices, such as web servers: Composite

Capabilities/Preferences Profile (CC/PP) (created by the world-wide web consortium), and User

Agent Profile (UAProf) (created by the WAP forum). CC/PP and UAProf enable a client device

to specify its capabilities, and enable intermediary devices to specify their capabilities. These

capabilities, along with the capabilities of the network service between the client device and the

work supplier device, comprising the delivery context, can be used by delivery context aware

resource supplier devices to perform content specialization (i.e. adapt, select, or generate content

based on the delivery context information), as discussed"), and

which references a cache memory to create a profile of the at least one cUent device using

a profile-diff transmitted to the server by the at least one client device and the reference profile

retrieved from the cache memory (AAPA, [0013-0014], "When a delivery context aware work

supply device, such as a server, receives a request for a data work (e.g. a HTTP request) from a

client device which has conveyed with it delivery context information it currently retrieves the
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reference profile and merges it with the profile-diff in a profile resolution operation to establish

the profile ofthe target client device." "Servers are known to cache reference profiles in a local

memory to reduce the time, and/or bandwidth, needed for profile resolution.").

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

invention to combine wherein the server further comprises a profile resolver which receives from

at least one of the clients details of a profile difference, and details of a reference profile related

to the at least one ofthe clients, and which references a cache memory to create a profile ofthe

at least one client device using a profile-diflftransmitted to the server by the at least one client

device and the reference profile retrieved from the cache memory as taught by AAPA with the

combination of Logston and Windows NT Server in order to allow client devices to describe

their capabilities to web servers to resolve client profiles (AAPA, [001 1-0014].).

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to RYAN J. JAKOVAC whose telephone number is (571)270-5003.

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday through Friday, 7:30 am to 5:00 pm EST.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Vivek Srivastava can be reached on 571-272-7304. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained trom the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). Ifyou would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/Ryan Jakovac/

/VIVEK SRIVASTAVA/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2445


